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ABSTRACT
In earlier days, large amount of data is generated in electronic format, to maintain this data there is need of
data recovery services. To provide these services in this paper we introduce seed block algorithm which we
used for remote smart data backup. There are two objective of this algorithm. The first one is gather
information from any remote location and the second is recover the files which might be delete or that can be
loss because of cloud destroy. This algorithm also reduce the time require for recovery process.
Keywords : Backup Privacy, Central Repository, Seed Block, Parity Cloud, Parity cloud service, AES
encryption.
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encryption technique. This proposed data if above
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II. OBJECTIVE
Cold and Hot Backup Service technique is trigger
based.It is triggered when service failures detect and
will not be triggered when service is available.In Hot
Backup Service replacement strategy (HBSRS) during
the implementation of service backup services in
dynamic state. And then first gives result of services
will be adopted to provide successful implementation
of service composition. Among the CSBRS and

Figure 1:Comparisons of Backup Method

HSBRS , the HSBRS reduce the service recovery time.
Shared Backup Router resources(SBBR) focuses on
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primary failure. Some performance measurements

recognize the limitations and human factors involved

taken from a prototype are also presented.

in any backup scheme.

Backups have two distinct purposes. The primary
purpose is to recover data after its loss, be it by data
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different

to
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should include dry runs that validate the reliability
of the data being backed up. It is important to
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